Engineer Party Planned For Saturday Night

"The Club House at McGregor Park will be the scene, Saturday night, of the Engineers' first party for this year. It will take the place of the usual Saturday night dance and is open to everyone, not merely to members of the Engineering Society.

Refreshments

Music for dancing will be supplied by anickleodeon, and refreshments will be served. Those who plan to attend are asked to bring their own sandwiches and "mores." It has been especially stressed by authorities that this is not a stag affair. The price of admission will be 25 cents per couple, or single, for members, and 50 cents for non-members.

Promising an end to all, President Ray Simpson merrily said: "Every one will have a good time, as we have been ever-surgically staged by our Fifth Year Organization.""

Harvard Medical School Approved By Army, Navy

The Harvard Medical School has been approved by the army and the navy for the training of medical officers under the A-12 and V-12 programs.

The army and the navy have indicated that the October 1944 class is to be selected individually by the school. They have given reasonable assurance that where practical, men admitted will be assigned to duty at the school of their choice.

Applications are now available on request from the office of the Harvard Medical School, Boston 15, Massachusetts.

Caucused will be considered only from those who have completed by October 1944 the following requirements: a minimum of two academic years of college work in arts or science; college credits for at least a year's work in general organic chemistry, organic chemistry, in physics, and in biology; knowledge of English as an ordinarily required of candidates for a Bachelor's degree; a reading knowledge of some modern foreign language ordinarily associated with medicine; the attitude test of the Association of American Medical Colleges.

Buddy Brock Slated to Play At Next Dance

Buddy Brock's orchestra will provide the music for the third Saturday night dance, which has been planned for August 28 at the Abdul T. Temple. This Saturday night fete, slated as a sports dance, will be inaugurated till after the Sophomore Dance on September 18.

The dance will begin at 9 and continue till 11, music to be supplied by University of Houston Buddy Brock and his 12-piece orchestra.

Cadets Campused On Wednesdays

Because of Grades

Many Interesting Items In "Lost and Found"

By Cecilie Suen

Have any of you domestic damsels lost a linen tablecloth? If so, please come down to the Lost and Found Department and retrieve it. And, oh yes, let us know what on earth you did with a tablecloth on the campus.

The Lost and Found Department is located in Mr. Foster's office in the basement of the Administration Building. The Thresher Office is not the Lost and Found. There's a handsome gold plated watch with a stretch hand down there. Also, to any outlaws of the "lost" key chain with what appears to be some very interesting keys on it. Of course, there's the usual collection of hair ribbons and fountain pens. One of the latter has been well chewed, so someone might be able to identify its tooth marks.

And, oh yes, come down and pick up your slave rule. That poor Ruth Rountree is still missing her organic chemistry notebook. We hope she finds it, although we can't figure out what she wants it for.

Then there's the freshmen girl who lost a sweater. That's a very peculiar situation, I know, but nevertheless, she can't find him anywhere. His name is Melvin and he is quite, "dances like a dream." He is not in the Lost and Found Department; he's in the Navy.

Now I think I'll go get lost.

Student Directory Publication Late

The student directory, being published by the OWLS, will be ready for distribution sometime before September 18, announced Peg Mont."
For as many years as the Campanile has contained "Favorite Section," the Favorites have been selected by the editorial staff and by committees made up of representatives from various organizations on the campus. Actually, however, the students have not had individually, nor have there been very much authority in the choice of the Favorites.

In the past, the Campanile has ignored all plans for a "democratic" extension of this selection. But this year, however, responding to a letter presumably from a naval cadet (See Letters to the Editor in last week's Thresher), the Campanile has extended the choice of Favorites to the navy unit in a special way. Each company in the NROTC and V-12 units will be asked to name a Sweetheart, Sponsor, or what-have-you from the list of Favorites. The Sweethearts chosen will appear in the Campanile in the manner considered appropriate by the Campanile staff (See Letters to the Editor, Page 4).

This innovation is judged to be wiser than the proposed election of the group of Favorites for several reasons. First, the majority of the naval cadets have never attended Rice before this year and are not well acquainted with the women students at the Institute to make a proper selection. Second, this situation would bring about one of two conditions. Either the tremendous amount of work involved in the writing could not be handled at all, or the candidates would bid for their votes with all the political strategy and tactics customarily accompanying Rice politics.

In view of the reasons stated above, an election would not only be undesirable but unfair. We believe, therefore, that the Campanile has selected an acceptable solution.

The fact that the Campanile has responded so graciously to the written suggestion of an anonymous naval cadet is an indication that this is a vital and lyrical element in the campus life which is highly commendable—especially when one remembers the unbecoming attitude of former Campanile staffs on the same subject.

American Transportation—What Next?

Some day—a day not too far away, we hope—American transportation will be at peace with the world, at least temporarily. Then American men will be coming back to their homes, and, more important to industry, their businesses. They will be men who have been hardened by battle and blood, and men who will mean business of a definite type. They will be more fully acquainted with the possibilities of new development and trade relations than the men who preceded them.

"After the war, what?" is the question in the minds of all Americans who are thinking in terms of lasting peace. What? What kind of a giant facility has been developed under the stress of war? What kinds of industrial development will take place with the magnesium from the sea, the rubber from the rubber plantations of Far Eastern countries? What kind of world transportation can be devised from the great numbers of airplanes and airplane plants now being used for purposes of war? These are ideas which are encouraging thought in the minds of individuals as well as in the business world, and they are sure to bring about a new phase of American economy. The American men who return from the war will not have as much as the actual work in industry. If the industrialists are left alone by government agencies, there will be an immediate swing back to the democratic Americanism and to a severe conservation measures used in the old countries, and, will the technical skill to use them intelligently.
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By Mildred McCall

Last Thursday afternoon when Coach Jess Neely informed the football squad that summer training would end with the week, the boys informed him in no uncertain terms that they wanted still another week of practice, and, furthermore, at the end, an intra-squad game. The request was merely another outpouring of the fine spirit of cooperation to play, and play well, which has marked the entire season. The boys, who have daily turned out faithfully despite the terrific heat of the summer afternoons, seem to want to make up for time lost in previous seasons by learning well in short time all there is to know about foot- ball. As a result, this afternoon Rice students and friends will get a preview of October. While the thermometer probably will not cooperate to the extent of dropping twenty degrees for the occasion, we will nonetheless be able to feel that football season is close upon us, and therefore will begin to get our hearts in shape for giving our term uniform vocal support.

We must not, however, lose sight of certain important facts when we begin dreaming of gridiron glory to come. In the first place, the general experience of our team may well prove its undoing, at least to the early part of the season. Of course, there is a bright side to that picture, our prospective opponents, all of whom, to put it mildly, have turned out to be more than canny. Secondly, our picture, our prospective opponents, have also lost many of their potent squad members. Secondly, our football schedule looks like a Who's Who in Football. Volume of 1911. Section Southwest. There is LSU, a team that invariably gives trouble. Tulane, at whose heels we have gazed raptly several times during Southern—no need to go into that; and the usual conference opponents, all of whom, to put it mildly, find great pleasure in sending us to defeat. This pleases, also, has a bright side our team’s to play one at a time, and it will be playing just as hard as the oppo- nent. Anyway, from here it looks as if there is an exciting season ahead, with plenty of fun for all concerned. In the meantime, come out and see the intra-squad game this afternoon.

Texas Features Brought to Light

Texas is bounded on the north by 30 or 40 states, on the east by all the states in the world except the Pacific, on the south by the Gulf of South America, and on the west by the Pacific Ocean, the milky way, and the bittersweet morn of the sea. If Texas were chopped off lose from the rest of the United States, it would be just as easy to put it in the ocean, as it rests on a solid subterranean sea of fresh water.

Bowling Palace Buffet

(Inside Recreation Bowling Palace)

SANDWICHES

FOUNTAIN DRINKS

PLENTY OF COLD BEER

Smart Girls put their Faith In

Shop Collegiate Basics

We've checked and double checked your needs for a wartime campus wardrobe and found that smart girls are choosing fundaments for a four-year course, clothes of long-run quality, fashion right and value right. You'll find them at Foley Bros.—basically sound, with variety to make each choice individually your own... in the Shop Collegiate, Houston's only exclusive, year-round Junior Shop.

Watch for "Wartime Campus Comments" on Foley Bros. Basics.

Fifth Floor
In Men's Service

By Jean Logan

J. W. Britens, ex-Rice, now Annapolis, Texas 11, Illinois, was visiting with friends last week and arranged to meet friends in Houston, Texas, under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription prices for:

The Thrasher

Entered as second class matter, October 17, 1943, at the post office at Houston, Texas, under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription prices: by mail, five years twenty-five cents in war stamps.

Editor

Let's ALL FIGHT

Your Bondwagon Will Be in Salyport the First and Third Weeks of Every Month. Don't Let The Fighting Man Down— Buy Your Stamps Each Month.

THE THRASHER

The Smile of Service

H. H. Havemann

Gulf Station

 salsa

ALMEDA AND CALUMET

Battery Service, Accessories

Let us pick up your car, and return it to you looking like new—WASH and GREASE $1.50

What Are YOU Doing?

Buy More BONDS